
Advisory Services
Case Study

Client’s Challenge 
A leading accommodations services provider to  
remote work-sites, Civeo (formerly PTI Group) - 
was experiencing challenges with implementing 
their Indigenous workplace inclusion strategy. 
They didn’t have a broad view of how their strat-
egies were being implemented or how persistent 
challenges in Aboriginal recruitment and procure-
ment could be surmounted.

Indigenous Works' Solution 
Indigenous Works advisory services staff  
worked with Civeo to discover 
& design the strategic solutions needed to make 
required workplace improvements — by utilizing 
Indigenous Works' Workplace Inclusion System - 
Diagnostics. The findings from the diagnostic 
helped shape a strategic plan that supported 
Civeo’s workplace improvements, performance 
and inclusion leadership efforts.

Business Impacts 
• Leadership has articulated a business case  • •
• for Indigenous inclusion and has communicated
• that it will play an integral role in the
• company’s future

• The company has assessed whether its
• Indigenous strategy has been embedded •
• throughout the company

• Workplace strategies refined resulting in more
• successful Indigenous employment,
• procurement and community engagements

Benchmarking Workplace Performance 
with Diagnostics - to Accelerate 
Indigenous Inclusion Strategies

indigenousworks.ca/strategy

“A lot of companies may think they’re doing a good 
job on their Indigenous relations, but until you 
actually have a diagnostic you really don’t know 
what kind of little steps or big steps that you need 
to take... and that’s the value of Indigneous Works' 
Workplace Inclusion System. - Krista Laboucane,  

-Manager, Aboriginal Employment Strategies
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“... Without really knowing much about 
the culture. We’d hire [Indigenous 
people] and ... after one rotation we 
wouldn’t have any [Indigenous people 
still employed.)"  
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Inclusion Continuum - a workplace roadmap

Overview 
The nature of Civeo’s work – supporting resource explora-tion 
and extraction in Canada’s North and Prairie provinces – makes 
Indigenous relations an ongoing priority. Civeo had adopted an 
Indigenous strategy but it needed to assess how well its 
strategies were performing and whether it had been adopted 
throughout the company’s operations. It turned to Indigenous 
Works to provide a third party assessment of its progress in 
rolling out its Indigenous strategy. Among other areas the 
company wanted to know whether its Indigenous human 
resource strategies were working. 

Challenge 
“We used to have big issues hiring [and keeping] 
Aboriginal staff,” says Ken Kachmar, Civeo’s director of 
Human Resources. “We would do what most companies 
do. Everybody says the Aboriginal workforce is an 
untapped resource; so we would, just like any other 
organization, say ‘OK well sure, let’s go find people at 
reserves and via band offices,’ and we would but the 
issues contributing to ... [the] situation were complex.” 

Civeo provides accommodations, including comfortable 
housing and square meals, to oil and gas workers working 
in remote locations such the oil sands in Northern 
Alberta. Accommodations staff at Civeo’s remote 
workplace sites work what’s called a 3-and-1 rotation - 
that’s three weeks, onsite, working 10 hours a day, and 
then a week off. Although all workers found this schedule 
demanding, Aboriginal hires experienced the added 
pressures of ex-tended time away from their 
communities. Further, their relatively lower rates of 
vehicle ownership and licensing compounded the difficulty 
in getting from remote reserves to equally remote work-
sites. These were just some of the issues Civeo faced in 
their efforts to create an inclusive workplace and climb 
the Inclusion Continuum.

- Ken Kachmar
- Director of Human Resources



We help companies benchmark and improve workplace 
inclusion performance and create strong Indigenous  
engagements.

indigenousworks.ca/strategy
indigenousworks.ca/awards
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          Schedule a Consultation 

 Contact: 

Paula Sawyer, LC Membership Coordinator

 e: psawyer@indigenousworks.ca 

Head Office:
2-2510 Jasper Avenue, Saskatoon, SK  S7J 2K2
p: 306.956.5395

“... but it was quite painless ... to-the-point, and I was 
able to go through it without having to look anything up.”

The diagnostic placed Civeo at level 4 of the Inclusion 
Continuum - Initiation stage, the first stage where a 
company is building a business case for inclusion, which 
signifies that the organization understands inclusion as a 
business im-perative, and at the cusp of reaching level 5 - 
Incubation - inclusion is nurtured as a core competency. 
Civeo is now on a path that suggests inclusion will soon be 
embraced as a cultural norm (7th and final stage on the 
Continuum).

 Further Proposed Solutions 

Some of the practices & strategies recommended by 
Indigenous Works to improve workplace performance & 
outcomes include:
• Leadership needs to do more to communicate its position on 
Indigenous inclusion internally & externally (eg set examples & standards)

• Develop mechanisms to reinforce internal and external validation of
company strategies, practices and behaviours

• Investments in Indigenous capacity, skills and training would result in
longer-term growth of the workforce

• Staff inclusion workplace training recommended to continue to
develop awareness and understanding

• Develop key measurement and reporting tools for each level of
organization

• Utilize Indigenous Works inclusion management training(s)

“Civeo needed to fundamentally shift the way we  
conducted recruitment [and prepared and managed our 
workplace(s)]...” Indigenous Works has given us the 
background [and strategies] necessary to lead us where 
we need[ed]  to go,” said Kachmar. 

Recommendations & Solutions 

Indigenous Works recommended the Performance 
Assessment & Action Plan ‘diagnostic’ which is a 
benchmarking tool of the Workplace Inclusion System; a 
150 data-point diagnostic which collects enterprise-wide 
employee feedback. The aim of the diagnostic is to garner 
balanced, accurate and reflective insights into the 
company’s standing on the Inclusion Continuum in five 
key areas of the workplace: Leadership; Procurement; 
Human Resources; Corporate Social Responsibility; and 
Communications. 
Civeo used the workplace system diagnostic by seeking 
input from 50 “key informants” within Civeo. Among the 
fifty was Casey Anderson, then Operations Manager for a 
Civeo manufacturing facility in Edmonton who was  
skeptical of the diagnostic process at first, 




